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Abstract. Organizations should have a public arrangement to guarantee safety of own business activities through
policy, resource and order. The arrangement is called Safety Management System (SMS). SMS contributes to
efficient control and monitor for prevention of potential hazard and draws investment priority for safety
improvement; quantitative analysis which is investment costs comparing with accident prevention costs; ability that
the organizations meet safety standards. Risk-based railway SMS has five steps. Those are analysis of problems,
development of requirement to resolve, establishment and fulfillment of formal safety plan and application of
PCDS cycle for safety activities. Considering the above procedures, modeling was developed. It adopted Cradle
S/W as architecture tools to facilitate upgrade and performance analysis. It is based on SE standard (IEC15288).
This report demonstrates the general cases which the architecture tool is applied. Roles of the supervisors are
mainly safety activities and data exchange in SMS. The roles are more specifically classified as regulator,
operating agency (TU, IM), system provider, independent assessment agency and accident investigation board. In
general, government enforces safety management requirement to supervisors and they should submit a proposal
reflecting the requirement. If it was approved by the government, it would be incorporated annual safety
management plan. For continual management of railway safety, the plan should be renewed every year.

1. Introduction

moted the Rolling Plan for safety research. Under the plan, the
board has invested 75 million pound in 7 parts and 24 topics
of the involving researches for these 5 years.

1.1 Necessity of SMS
Railway operating agencies with advanced system have been
struggling to establish coherent SMS at the national level. They
have already got a reliable, comfortable and punctual SMS

According to this trend, Korea Railroad Corporation and
Korea Railroad Network Authority were established in order to
complete railway industry restructuring in 2004 and then the

through various trial and errors. Despite of this, they still strategically and aggressively invest R&D for railway safety.
For example, The U.S government had researched rail acci-

Rail Safety Act has been taken effect since 2005. However, The

dent cases since 1980. After adapting measures through the case

of detailed safety standards, developments of evaluation techni-

study, the frequency of rail accidents was reduced by 65% in

ques, establishments of test base and warning system but the

1981. In the U.K case, the Rail Safety & Standard Board pro-

preceded concepts should be also connected with each other.

Rail Safety Act is still limited. To expand enforcement of the
act, SMS is not only preceded definition, constitution, enactment
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A characteristic of SMS is traceability between components
of railway systems and safety factors.
The traceability makes it easier to figure out cause of

- Commitment of senior personnel for safety
- Establishment of safety culture in organization
- Execution according to Standard Operating Procedure

accident. The traceability is more powerful in massive and
complex systems because it enables errors to be controlled.
Even if inevitable error happens, it would definitely minimize

- Autonomous report for accidents and obstacles
- Safety information gathering, analysis and sharing system
- Accident investigation jurisdiction

the damage and recover its ability as quickly as possible.
SMS helps to define relevance between each supervisor.
Their roles are also more specialized by SMS. For these rea-

- Combination of safety training processes
- Safety information sharing between government and companies

sons, in SMS, rail safety will be definitely rapidly improved.

One-to-one correspondence way against individual problem is
recently proven to be ineffective.
On the other hand, combination of the ways is expected to

1.2 Definition of SMS

advance tolerance of railroad accidents.

1.2.1 What Is Safety?
The meaning of “Safety” has to be understood before considering principle of SMS. Depending on a point of view, the
principle is diversely interpreted.
- Zero accident
- State without any causes of risk

2. Foreign Railroad SMS Cases
2.1 The U.K

- State of preparedness for accident
- Attitude to overcome difficulties
- Risk in permissible level
- Ability of risk cognition

1.2.2 Definition of SMS
Risk component approaches are interpreted in confirmation,
appraisal and control. SMS is systematizing the approaches.
Therefore, efficient SMS is able to rationally control and manage risks.
SMS is also a public arrangement in order to insure safety
of work activities through policy, resource and procedure.
Organizations with SMS meet regulatory requirements and achieve its safety goals.
SMS can’t be developed alone because all management systems (ex., quality, performance or etc…) are closely linked
with each other. Thus, SMS should be developed to comprehensive management system.

1.3 Trend of Safety Management Ways in Railway
Railway safety has traditionally tended to depend on legal
requirements. Although the requirements have been segmented
until recently, railway accidents constantly happen. In traditional
way, Safety management has developed by institutionalizing action on random accidents for relapse prevention. However, in
recent years, a new way divorces the passive action. It respects
accidents in addition obtains a legal effect. Therefore, the following contents should be considered for smooth execution.
- Scientific application of risk management

Fig. 1 SMS in the U.K.
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Since “Safety Case 1994” took effect, the U.K government has
prescribed technique standards, risk evaluation, safety verification. In
railway, it has affected basic policy, facilities, equipment, handling

3. Assessment of National SMS

and training. All factors affecting safe driving should have taken a
safety inspection and an efficiency test by HRRI (Her Majesty’s
Railway Inspectorate). The government also legislate ʻʻRailway

National SMS was drawn up by The Rail Safety Act including enforcement ordinance, enforcement regulations and notification related. It was also referred to SMS of Canada, the

Safety Principles and Guidelineʼʼas national railroad safety standard.

2.2 Canada
Canada railroad authorities establish quantifiable, meaningful
and realizable goals as annual target.
The authorities also set a detailed action plan. Comparing with

3.1 National SMS

U.K and Australia in the railway industry and SMS of the nuclear industry and the airline industry was consulted as related
industries. (Table 1)
Table 1 National legislations on SMS
Industry

Country

Law

Korea

Rail Safety Act article 10 ~ 24

Canada

Railway Safety ACT

2.2.1 Risk Evaluation

Australia

AS 4293:1995

Quantitative and qualitative analysis are carried out by risk
classification scheme in order to grasp the frequency and the

The U. K

Railway Act, 1993
Railway Safety Case, 1994

Germany

AEG

France

RGS

Sweden

Railway Safety Act,1990

Japan

鉄道事業法, 鉄道営業法

Korea

Atomic Energy Law

The U. S

US Code 10, Part 55NUREG

Korea

Civil Aeronautics Law

The U. S

FAA ORDER 8040.4 (1998)

this, an achievement process for the target is evaluated by the
authorities and the evaluation affects new target of the next year.

Railroad

seriousness of risks. After that, the risks are discerned as follows; ‘Acceptable’, ‘Conditionally acceptable’ or ‘Unacceptable’.

2.2.2 Safety Management Procedure
Risk management is necessary, because every risk is not unacceptable level. It means that the management can reduce risk

Nuclear

level if several conditions of the risk are adequate. The following Fig. 2 is showing safety management procedure in Canada
reflected the management.

Airline

3.2 National Railroad Safety Management Organization
(Operating Agency)
National safety management organization was formed based on
railway safety-related organizations of the current government. Safety
-related organizations of operating agencies were affected by safety
management regulations of each agencies, existing safety-related organizations and foreign safety-related organizations.

Fig. 2 Safety Management Procedure in Canada
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3.3 As-Is Model of National SMS
In the current Rail Safety Act, the following contents for
SMS are specified. (Fig. 3)

Fig. 4 DoDAF Architecture Modeling

4.2 Component Discernment
- Government(Rail Regulator)
√ Policy-maker
√ Regulator
- Operating agency
√ CEO
√ Railway engineer
√ Maintenance worker
- System provider
√ Vehicle provider
√ Signal provider
√ Infrastructure provider
- Member of the public
√ Passenger
√ The people situated on around track, station or crossing
- Accident inspector
Fig. 3 SMS in Korea

4.3 Development of the Highest Level Architecture

4. Railroad SMS Modeling

National SMS is a process to confirm that risks by changing of
equipments or environments (ex.,vehicle, signal system…) are reduced

4.1 Modeling Procedure

up to acceptable level. Fig. 5 is illustrated the highest level communication among each supervisors for risk reduction in SMS. However, in
this figure, procedures of safety assessments and reworks are omitted.

1) Analysis of domestic and foreign SMS
2) SE modeling process analysis and a methodology development
- Analysis of various Architecture Framework (The U.S
Defense Department DoDAF)
- Application of standard modeling procedure
① Thread discernment
② Independent modeling depending on thread

The supervisors of the national railway SMS consist of the nation, operating agencies, managers of vehicle and infrastructure,
accident investigation board and independent evaluation institutions.
The first step of the architecture is the national safety level
analysis. In the step, risks are evaluated based on identified risk
factor log. As a result of this, current safety level is drawn.
Reflecting the level, the national safety purpose is established.
It is used as standard when operating agencies carries out annual
safety function goal setting. The nation assesses and approves the

③ Component discernment
④ Definition of thread interface
⑤ Model integration
⑥ Verification and formation of physics architecture
- Application of data processing tools; Cradle 5.3
3) Completion of function and physics architecture depending
on supervisors (ex., the nation, operating agency or etc)
4) Detailed procedure development depending on field (ex.,
vehicle, facilities, SW or etc).

goal setting then prepares safety requirements.
National safety plan is devised after deciding the requirements.
The plan reflects data of National Emergency Management which
are safety inspection plan, safety requirements, long-term transportation
plan and a state of emergency plan of NSC. It is also interlocked
with annual safety plan of operating agencies. Eventually, Abiding on
the plan is referred to as safety activities.
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Fig. 5 National SMS Architecture in the Highest Level
It is also assessed by independent evaluation institutions on
several times. Generally, in the initial step, purpose of the eval-

plied to establish As-Is model and To-Be model. The models
make it easy to design a safety management process.

uation is to judge the feasibility of the approach. In contrast, it
is used to provide evidence for the General Statement of Safety
Measures in the final step.
Operating agencies prepare the statement after safety activities are over. It should be approved by the authorities. As a
result of the approval, the related supervisors have got a responsibility for the system following the plan. The responsibility has to be continued even if the system is not operating.
The authorities should constantly improve the activities by
monitoring and assessing.

4.4 Development of Low-Level Architecture
A variety of analysis of domestic and foreign SMS is ap-

Fig. 6 SMS Architecture in Low-Level
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Fig. 6 is showing architecture of national safety-level analysis
which is the first step of national safety management activities.
The architectures have already developed up to level 5 and it
has been documented as each supervisors.

5. Conclusion
The goal of rail safety-technique development undertaking is
that SMS and railway technology basis improves up to developed countries level. Therefore, it will be possible to actively
deal with potential factors of safety accident.
In order to establish appropriate SMS for domestic environment, this paper is demonstrating application of national railroad SMS with architecture of SE technique-analysis. The developed architecture defines roles of the nation, operating agency, facilities manger, accident investigation
board and independent evaluation institution. It is also blueprint to constitute the national railroad safety management.
Ultimately, it is definitely contributing to make up safety management organization and manual depending on the supervisors.

REFERENCES
1. Cho, Y. and Kim S. A. (2009), “A Constitution plan of national safety management system applied by system engineering process”. Proceeding so fInt. Sym. Mag.(STECH’09),
Niigata, Japan Railroad Safety Technology R&D Corps.(2008),
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2. Railroad Safety Technology R&D Corps.(2008), Mid-termreport : Railway Safety System Engineering
3. Railroad Safety Technology R&D Corps.(2008), Mid-term report
: Development of Risk Analysis and Assessment Methodology
of Railway Accident
4. MLTM(2004), Basic plan of Railroad Safety Technology R&D
Project
5. Railtrack(2000), Engineering Safety Management, Issue3,
“Yellow Book3”, Vol.1-2, Fundamentals and Guidance
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Abstract. In this paper, we introduced wireless power transfer system for railway applications and proposed
efficient multi-sectional coil design for maximal transfer power with minimal leakage electromagnetic field. In
contrast to electric vehicle applications, the horizontal movement of the pickup coil and the airgap are assumed
ignorable in railway system. In this condition, the design of dual coil for transmitter and receiver has very
efficient magnetic field for power transfer, and the dual coil showed 43% increase of induced voltage and 85%
decrease of electromagnetic field level when compared with general single coil wireless power transfer system.

1. INTRODUCTION
Since Nikola Tesla’s study of wireless power transfer in the
beginning of the 20th century, there have been challenges in
achieving genuine mobility in electronic devices and machines.
Research on wireless power transfer technology by Soljačić
brought more attention to wireless power transfer systems using
magnetic resonances. However, obstacles still remain to the
commercialization of wireless power transfer system because
there are limitations in power transfer capacity, efficiency, reliability, safety, and cost. Recently, the market of cellular phones
with wireless power transfer technology is expanding since the
establishment of wireless power consortium, and also, the auto-

fer technology expends to the railway system. The railway system is the most efficient transportation system with minimalgeneration of carbon dioxide and toxic gases. However, very
few researches on the application of wireless power transfer
technology have been done yet.
In this paper, we firstly introduce the wireless power transfer
technology applied to railway systems and conduct analysis on
the electrical performance of wireless power transfer system in
railways. By using multi-sectional design of the coil system, the
magnetic field is successfully controlled to maximize the transfer
power and to minimize unwanted leakage electromagnetic field
from the wireless power transfer system applied to railways.

mobile manufacturers are competitively developing commercial
electric vehicles with wireless power transfer technology. Online
electric vehicle (OLEV) is one of the examples of successful

2. WIRELESS POWER TRANSFER IN TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM

research product which the vehicle constantly recharges via
power lines beneath the surface of the road. The OLEV has a
significantly reduced the battery capacity which was the most

As the transportation system is one of the major sources of
environmental pollution and a major consumer of fossil fuel,
the application of wireless power transfer technology to transportation systems is expected very effective in solving environment problems and resource problems by changing the energy

expensive and heaviest part of conventional battery poweredelectric vehicles. Now, the application of wireless power trans-
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source from gasoline to electricity. Therefore, the electric vehicles with wireless power transfer technology are being developed by many automobile manufacturers.
However, the design of wireless power transfer system with
3~100 kW for automobile is relatively difficult compared with
consumer electronic devices with 5~100 W because the requirements of power transfer efficiency and safety are difficulty to
satisfy. Fig. 1 shows overall wireless power transfer system for
vehicles. For high power system, the power efficiency of every
stage should be maximized and leakage magnetic field from
wireless power transfer coils should be controlled to satisfy
electromagnetic field regulations (ICNIRP Guidelines, 1998).

2.2 Railway Application
In railway systems, the difficulty in wireless power transfer
system design for automobile is relived. As the train runs on
the rails, the horizontal and vertical misalignment is ignorable in
contrast to automobiles. Also, the airgap can be small because
the distance from the ground to the bottom of the train is relatively short. These advantages of railway system will result in
the smaller AC power current, higher power transfer efficiency,
and lower leakage magnetic field assuming that the power consumption is the same. This is the reason why the wireless power transfer technology in railway system application is feasible
although train consumes much larger power than automobile.

Fig. 3. Wireless power transfer system for railway applications
Fig. 1. Block diagram of overall wireless power transfer system
for vehicles (Ahn et al. 2010)

3. WIRELESS POWER TRANSFER COIL DESIGN
The design of wireless power transfer coil is one of the key
technologies to determine electric performance of the system. Fig.

2.1 Automobile Application
Another difficulty in design of wireless power transfer system for automobiles is the transfer power control when the vehicle is moving horizontally and vertically. As the electric vehicles run on the road without any rails, there should be some
misalignment of the positions of power lines andpickup modules resulting in the change of transfer power. Moreover, the
airgap, which is the distance from the ground to pickup module, should be at least 120 to 200 mm for suspension. When
the airgap becomes larger, the system requires larger AC power
current and infrastructure cost, and the efficiency decreases and
leakage magnetic field increases.

4 shows the general structure of wireless power transfer system
with single coil which is the simplest and popular design. The
power line and pickup coils have the same width of 810 mm
and the total width of ferrite core is 880 mm. Fig. 5 shows the
suggested dual coil system where two narrow coils are used in
power lines and pickup coils. The width of each coil is 370 mm
and the total width of ferrite core is 880 mm. The current directions of two loop coils in dual coil system are opposite.
Nominal value of airgap is assumed as 100 mm in both cases
for fair comparison. The width of dual coil is slightly smaller
than half of single coil width due to the separation area.

(a)
Fig. 2. Wireless power transfer system in On-Line Electric
Vehicle (Ahn et al. 2010)

(b)

Fig. 4. Perspective and cross-sectional views of power line and
pickup structure for single coils system
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4. ELECTRICAL PERFORMANCE
When current at power line is applied, some amount of
voltage is induced at pickup coil, and the voltage is roughly

(a)

proportional to the square of induced voltage when current
source is used in power line. Fig. 8 shows the comparison of
the induced voltage in single coil system and dual coil system.

(b)

Fig. 5. Perspective and cross-sectional views of power line and
pickup structure for dual coils system
The cross-sectional view of simulated magnetic field is
shown in Fig. 6 and 7. The magnetic flux density is compared
in Fig. 6. The brighter color implies the stronger magnetic flux
density. When dual coil is applied instead of single coil for

Even though the total width of the two coils in dual coil system is smaller than single coil, the induced voltage of dual coil
system is 43% larger when airgap is 50 mm. When airgap becomes larger than 50 mm, the difference becomes smaller. This
implies that the air gap should be maintained as low as possible for maximum power transfer.

power line and pickup coil, the magnetic flux density at vicinity of coils are significantly reduced. This can be explained
with the simulated magnetic flux vectors in Fig. 7. For single
coil system, large magnetic flux passing through power line and
pickup coil is generated, and returning magnetic flux can be
the leakage. However, in dual coil system, there are two major
magnetic fluxes because the current directions of two loop coils
in dual coil system are opposite. The magnetic flux density at
the vicinity of coils cancels each other, just like differential
mode radiation, and hence the magnetic flux density dramatically decreases.

(a)

(b)
(a)

(b)

Fig. 8. Induced voltage (a) single coil system (b) dual coil system

Fig. 6. Comparison of magnetic flux density (a) single coil system (b) dual coil system

In Fig. 9, the magnetic flux density levels in different phase
values at measurement position line in Fig. 6 are compared in
both cases. The current of pickup coil in single coil system
and dual coil system are assumed as 1000 Ampere-Turn. At
the position where distance is 0 m (on ground position), he
magnetic flux density is almost maximum, and the magnetic

(a)

flux density is decreased by 85% when dual coil system is
applied. Considering the magnetic flux density at 20 kHz is
6.25 DT in Korean electromagnetic field regulation, the dual

(b)

Fig. 7. Comparison of magnetic flux vectors (a) single coil system (b) dual coil system

coil design will be necessary to satisfy the wireless power
transfer system’s electromagnetic field regulation.
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2. Kurs, A., Karalis, A., Moffatt, R., Joannopoulos, J. D.,
Fisher, P., and Soljačć M. (2007) “Wireless Power Transfer
via Strongly Coupled Magnetic Resonances,” Science, vol.
317, no. 5834, pp. 83–6.
3. Ahn, S., Pak, J. S., Song, T., Lee, H., Byun, J.-G., Kang, D.,
Choi, C.-S., Kim, E., Ryu, J., Kim, M., Cha, Y., Chun, Y.,
Rim, C.-T., Yim, J.-H., Cho, D.-H, and Kim, J. (2010), "Low
Frequency Electromagnetic Field Reduction Techniques for the
On-Line Electric Vehicle (OLEV)“ Proceedings of IEEE
International Symposium on Electromagnetic Compatibility, pp.
625-630, Port Lauderdale, FL

(a)

4. Su, Y. P., Liu, Xun, and Hui, S. Y. R. (2009), "Mutual
Inductance Calculation of Movable Planar Coils on Parallel
Surfaces," IEEE Transactions on Power Electronics, vol. 24,
no. 4, pp. 1115-1123
5. ICNIRP Guidelines (1998), "Guidelines for limiting exposure
to time-varying electric, magnetic, and electro magnetic
fields (UP TO 300 GHz)," Health Physics, vol. 74
(B)
Fig. 9 Magnetic flux density in measurement positions with various phases of current (a) single coil system (b) dual coil system

6. Ahn, S., Park, H. H., Choi, C.-S., Kim, J., Song, E., Park,
H. B., and Kim, J., "Reduction of Electromagnetic Field
(EMF) of Wireless Power Transfer System using Quadruple
Coil for Laptop Applications (2012),“ Proceedings of
International Microwave Workshop Series (IMWS) on
Innovative Wireless Power Transmission, pp. 65-68, Kyoto

5. CONCLUSION
To improve the electromagnetic environment, the reduction
of electromagnetic field becomes more important. The choice of
coil topology is one of the most important parts in the design
process of wireless power transfer systems. By applying dual
coil instead of single coil, the induced voltage significantly increased with the same size of coils. Also, the magnitude of
electromagnetic field was significantly reduced 85% at 200 mm
from the edge of the train body assuming they have the same
current controlled by the regulators. The advantage of this dual
coil structure originates from the minimal horizontal displacement of wireless power transfer coils in railway system.
Therefore, the result implies the feasibility of wireless power
transfer system in railway with megawatt range and safety from
the leakage magnetic field.

REFERENCES
1. Tesla, N. (1900), “Apparatus for transmission of electrical
energy,” U.S. Patent 649,621, dated May 15
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Abstract. The safety level of Japanese railways is very high, as 0.6 accidents happen per 106 km train-run and
nearly zero Zon-board passengers are killed in a normal year. But we had not a few serious accidents in the
past. In this paper the author introduces the outline of accident occurrences, and safety progress in last 50
years in Japan at the beginning, and reports on the cause analyses of derailment accidents and countermeasures,
concerning ‘flange climbs’, ‘overturns due to excessive-speed curving and side blast’. Railway damages due to
great earthquakes are discussed in the final part of the paper.

1. INTRODUCTION

door” may reduce the number of “human damage accidents”.

1.1 Statistics of Railway Accidents in Japan [1][3][4]
The occurrences of railway accident have been reduced in
last 50 years. Fig. 1 shows the change of the occurrence of
railway accidents in Japan after 1975. The occurrence of accidents had been reduced clearly before 2000, but after that time
it has been staying about 0.6 per one million km trainrun. The
number of accidents shown in the fugure includes “level crossing accidents”, which are caused by automobile drivers, etc.,
and “human damage accidents”, where passengers on platform
are hit by a train, or citizens crossing railway track are hit by
a train. Fig. 3 shows the percentage of numbers of accidents
classified by accident types. From the figure the number of
train accidents, i.e. “train derailment”, “train collision” and
“train fire”, is very few, and most of railway accidents are due
to “level crossing accidents” and “human damage accidents”.
The number of these accidents has been decreasing gradually in
recent years, but not remarkably. The introduction of “platform

Fig.1 Decrease of number of railway accidents
Fig. 2 shows the change of casualties in railway accidents after 1975. The number of casualties is on a declining trend year
after year like the number of accidents, but it increased at the
year when serious accidents happened unfortunately.
The peak at 1991 is caused by “Shigaraki Railway accident”
whose casualties were over 650 passengers, and the peak at
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2005 is caused by “Fukuchiyama Line accident” whose casualties
were also over 650 passengers. Except serious accidents the casualties had been reduced before 2000, and after the year stay

prevent recurrences and to mitigate damages caused by
accidents. The JTSB conducts investigations to determine the
causes of aircraft, marine and railway accidents, serious in-

about 700 in recent years. But most of them are those of “level
crossing accidents” including automobile drivers and those of
“human damage accidents”. The casualties of “train accidents”

cidents and damage caused by the accidents. The causes of accidents/incidents are investigated through objective/scientific
processes. Based on the findings of the investigations, the JTSB

are small, as nearly zero passengers are killed in a normal year.

provides recommendations or opinions to relevant ministers or
parties involved, concerning the measures to be taken to prevent accidents/incidents and to mitigate damage caused by
accidents. The JTSB consists of a chairperson, 12 board members and secretariat. Aircraft, railway and marine accident investigators belong to secretariat.
Railway accidents and incidents are investigated usually by
railway subcommittee and railway accident investigators. The
objects of investigation are “train derailment accidents”, “train
collision accidents”, “train fire accidents”, “accidents with 5 or
more casualties”, “accidents with passenger death”, “accidents
with peculiar characteristics” and “serious incidents”. The num-

Fig.2 Decrease of number of casualties in railway accidents

ber of accidents/incidents investigated is around 20 to 30 in
normal year and investigation reports will be opened at the end
of every month.

Fig. 3 Classification of num- Fig. 4 Classification of number of accidents (2011)
ber of casualties (2011)

2. FLANGE-CLIMB DERAILMENTS IN SHARP CURVES
2.1 Subway Hibiya Line Accident in 2000 [5]Z

1.2 Accidents Investigation Organization in Japan [2][4]
“Aircraft Accidents Investigation Commission (AAIC)”, the

In 2000 a train of Hibiya line of Tokyo Subway derailed

first permanent organization for transport accidents investigation
in Japan, was established in 1974. At that time the governmental permanent organization had been required after many

on the transient curve section of 160m radius curve, and crash-

serious aircraft accidents in Japan. After 27 years activities the
AAIC was reorganized to “Aircraft and Railway Accidents
Investigation Commission (ARAIC)” in 2001.

mittee organized by the Ministry of Transport, including

Before the establishment of the ARAIC, there was no permanent governmental organization for railway accidents investigation
in Japan. For “Shigaraki Accident” in 1991, the cause of the ac-

caused by multiple factors, as follows;

ed against the opposite-direction train, and 5 passengers were
killed (see Fig. 5). This accident was investigated by the com5-nights train running tests at the site. The committee concluded that it was a flange climb derailment at low speed
1) Unbalanced L/R static wheel loads of an axle
- to decrease of outside wheel load

cident was investigated mainly by police, where the author was
engaged in for a specialist for judgment, and for “Hibiya L.
Accident” in 2000 the cause was investigated by both of the

2) Track structural twist in an exit-side transient curve (see Fig.6)

Police and the Ministry, and the author was engaged in the investigation of both groups. Before the accident, in 1999 the
Ministry established a semi-formal investigation committee of

3) Sharp curve

railway. Although the “Hibiya L. Accident” was the first experience, the committee successfully concluded the causes. This committee acted as a pilot to the establishment of the ARAIC.
In 2008 the ARAIC was reorganized to “Japan Transport
Safety Board (JTSB)”, which investigates marine accidents as
well as aircraft and railway. The objective of the JTSB is to
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- within the regulation, but to lead decrease of outside
wheel load
- within the regulation, but to increase lateral forces
4) Friction coefficient (see Fig.7)
- high friction ciefficient at the rush hour to increase lateral forces
5) Over super-elevation due to slow speed operation
- within the regulation, due to the limited speed signal at
the rush hour
6) Undesirable influence by levelling control of air springs

Akira Matsumoto

- not bad, but to decrease outside wheel load on transition curves

Fig.7 Change of friction coefficient of wheel/rail interface from
first train to the rush hour

7) Characteristics of vertical stiffness (bogie)
- rather high, to decrease outside wheel load due to verti-

2.2 Countermeasures against Flange Climb Derailments

cal stiffness of primary suspension
8) Characteristics of lateral stiffness (bogie)
- rather high, to increase of lateral forces due to the stiff-

After the accident, the ministry obliged to set up “guard
rails” for prevention of derailments at sharp curves according to
the estimated formula concerning the safety factor on derailment

ness of air suspension
9) Rail profile with grinding and wheel profile
- to increase of lateral forces due to the interaction be-

coefficient “Q/P”, which is equal to “Y/Q” in western countries, as shown in Fig.8.
The estimated safety factor fcan be calculated by the following formula;
f = (Q/P)cri / (Q/P)0
where ;

tween rail ground profile and wheel profile

- the critical derailment coefficient “(Q/P)cri” is calculated
by Nadal’s formula considering creep characteristics and
attack angle,
- the estimated derailment coefficient “(Q/P)0” is calculate
by estimated lateral force “(Q0)”, considering κ (=inside
Q/P), centrifugal, air-sus twist, track irregularity, and the
estimated wheel load “(P0)”, considering centrifugal force,
track twist, air-sus. twist
If the estimated safety factor f<1.2,“guardsrail” are necessary.
Now “guardrails” or “antide railmentguards” are setup through
most of the curve sofR□200m in Japanese railway lines.

Fig.5 Accident site of subway Hibiya line derailment

Fig.8 Derailment coefficient Q/P, equal to L/V or Y/Q in western countries
Fig.6 Mechanism of wheel-load reduction in transient curve section

Fig.9 Undesirable forces acting in a sharply curving bogie
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2.3 Continuous “Q/P” Monitoring on In-Service Trains for
Prevention of Flange Climb Derailments
After the accident various researches for prevention of
flange climbs have been carried out in Japan. As shown in
Fig.7 the friction coefficient μ is changing time by time, and
high μ is very harmful in curving through sharp curves as
shown Fig. 9. So “monitoring of wheel/rail contact forces and
friction coefficients [7]” and “lubrication and friction modification of wheels and/or rails [6]” are very important.
“Continuous measurement of derailment coefficient and observation system on in-service trains”, which is called “Q/P
monitoring system”, is one of the new technologies for derailment prevention [7][8]. This system can observe contact forces

Fig.10 Sample of measured derailment coefficients in a sharp
curve by service trains during 5 days [9]

without strain gauges and slip rings, so durability is very high,
and it is possible to measure Q/P and friction coefficients of
all curves through whole line every day. The lateral contact

2.4 Flange Climb Derailments in Sharp Turnouts

force is measured by non-contact gap sensors directly, and the
mechanism and outlook of the system are shown in another paper in this conference[9]. Now 3 observation trains have been

Subway Hibiya line in 2000, flange climb accidents in sharp
curves have been remarkably reduced. But some similar accidents have happened at turnouts with sharp curves, especially

running on 3 lines of Tokyo Metro.

caused by newly trued wheel treads.

For the effect of countermeasures after the derailment on

Table1. Flange climb derailments in sharp turnouts
Railway

Turnout type

Radius

Direction

Derailed
point

Wheel tread

Wheel tread
truing

Private

37kg/ No.8/
simple (T-type)

107m

Trailing

Tongue
(toe

Conical
(57.2deg)

just after
(95km run)

Same as above

same as
above

107m

Facing

Lead rail

same as
above

just after
(35km run)

Private ; LRT

37kg/ simple

46m

Trailing

Tongue

Conical
(65deg)

No

JR

50N/
No.8(sidingtype)
/simple

103m

Facing

Lead rail

JR-type arc
(65deg)

2day after
(394km run)

Private ; local

37kg/ simple

165m

Facing

Tongue
(toe)

Conical
(60deg, worn)

No

Private ; urban

50N/curved in
same direction

86m
C=60mm

Facing

Tongue

Conical
(68deg)

2day after
(574km run)

Private ; urban

50N/curved in
same direction

184m
C=54mm

Facing

Tongue

Conical
(70deg)

No

Private ; local

none

200m

None

Exit-side
transient
curve

Conical
(60deg)

No
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Table 1 shows derailment accidents in turnouts in recent
years. Many cases were concerned with turnout with sharply
curved lead rail and/or straight-type tongue rail toe.

calculated on the base of Kunieda’s formula.

Moreover in 4 cases, flange climbs occurred just after wheel
truing and some of them concerning very short distance shuttle
run passing through the same turnout. In such cases careful operation and appropriate lubrication to wheel flange may be
necessary.
Detailed information of the causes were described in the official investigation reports by ARAIC or JTSB on each accident
[2]; but only Japanese version now.
The mechanism of climb up of newly truing wheels is researched by some groupes, sych as Fig.10 Sample of measured
derailment coefficients in a sharp curve by service trains during
5 days [9] RTRI and JR East.

Fig.11 Overturn limit speed and “Kunieda’s formula”

3.2 Overturn Derailment by Side Blast, such as Tornados
In the winter of 2005, an express train was overturned and
derailed on the main line of Japan Sea side in Tohoku area.
The train was fallen down from the embankment and 5 pas-

3. OVERTURNING DUE TO EXCESSIVE-SPEED
CURVING AND HEAVY CROSSWIND
3.1 Overturn Derailment on Fukuchiyama Line in 2005
In the spring of 2005 a commuter train was derailed on
Fukuchiyama line near Osaka. The train crashed against a residential building, and 107 persons were killed and 562 passengers were injured. ARAIC investigated the causes, including
numerical simulation, and concluded that the main cause of the
accident was extraordinary excess of the speed limit through
the curve [10]. The train entered at about 115km/h into 304m
radius curve, where the speed limit is 70km/h. The critical
speed against overturning may be a little under 110km/h, which
was calculated by numerical simulations and Kunieda’s formula,
a traditional simplified formula for overturn limit in Japan.
The human factors and organizational safety problems in the
railway company may be concerned with this accident. The
train driver failed to apply brake in timely manner, probably
because; He was distracted by the contents of the radio communication between the conductor of the train and the train-operation controller, because he asked the conductor to make false

sengers were killed and 33 persons were injured. ARAIC investigated the causes, including model tests in a wind tunnel and
numerical simulations, and conclude that the accident was
caused by sudden heavy crosswinds, probably produced by a
tornado [11]. According to the following studies, the climates
in that area is unstable in winter and tornados or down bursts
are not so rare.
As shown in Fig. 13, the radar of the Meteorological
Agency caught the coming of gust front, probably tornados, at
the time of the train passing through accident site.
In next year, another express train was overturned and derailed in south Kyushu. ARAIC carried out the investigation
and conclude that the accident was caused obviously by a tornado [12].
After these accidents, further researches and countermeasures
have been carried out concerning “observation and forecast
methods of abnormal weather [14]”, “Vehicle dynamics affected
by crosswinds [15]”, “windbreak fences”, “operation guidance
under heavy winds”, etc.

reports concerning his over-run driving at the previous station.
He was worrying about the excuses to avoid “Nikkin kyoiku
(the punitive training)”.
It is very shocking situation for Japanese railway circles that
a professional train driver violate speed limit more than 45km/h
in curving. After the accident the ministry immediately obliged
to set up speed-check type ATS or ATC on sharp curves according to the safety recommendation of ARAIC. The curves,
where the approaching speed can be higher than the overturn
limit, should be attached such devices. The limit speeds are

(a) Express “Inaho” in Tohoku (b) Express “Nichirin” in Kyushu
(2005)
Fig.12 Overturned trains by sudden blast
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(a) anti-deviation devices from on-board
Fig.13 Rader echo strength distribution by the Meteorological
Agency ; the train accident happened at 19:14

4. DERAILMENT DUE TO EARTHQUAKES
(b) anti-derailment guards from track-side

4.1 Jo-etsu Shinkansen Derailment
22 wheelsets of 8cars, in a shinkansen train (40 wheelsets,
10cars) derailed by the Chuetsu earthquake near Niigata in

Fig.15 Anti-derailment/deviation guards from on-board or track side

October 2004, but nobody was injured. The epicenter was very
near the derailed point. The accident was investigated by ARAIC
and numerical simulations of vehicle / infrastructure were carried

4.2 Great Earthquake on March 11 2011

out by RTRI [13]. According to the report the train was derailed
by the shake of infrastructure, and the derailed wheels broke
many fasteners of rails, therefore the track was broken and many
wheelsets derailed. In spite of these circumstances the parts
around the leading wheelset played as guidance, and consequently the train did not deviated from the track.
For the countermeasures “anti-derailment guards from track-side”,
“anti-deviation devices from on-board and/or track-side” have been
developed, and have already set up partly. The reinforcements of
infrastructure for earthquake-proof were almost effective, but not
perfect. So reinforcement constructions have been forced after the
earthquake. The researches on “early earthquake detection system
[16]” and “Vehicle dynamic behavior against earthquake and its
countermeasures [17]” have been also carried out.

(a) Tail of derailed train

The strong earth shakes and heavy tsunamis attacked
Tohoku area by “2011 Tohoku district – off the Pacific Ocean
Earthquake [18]".
2 trains, including Shinkansen off-service train, derailed by the
shake, and several rolling stocks were swept away by the tsunamis, but there are no casualties in railway passengers and drivers.
All passenger-service trains of Shinkansen, whose speed
270km/h max., resulted in stopping safely by “Earthquake
Detection and Alarm System”. 2 wheelsets in an off-service
Shinkansen train derailed near Sendai station, and JTSB has
been investigating the cause. The earthquake-proof reinforcements of infrastructures have been more advanced after the
Joetsu- Shinkansen accident and effective in this earthquake.
Beside this case, only 1 wheelset of a freight train derailed
near Sendai. So the derailed wheelsets by the earthquake were
only these 3, except that several rolling stocks were swept
away by tsunamis (see Fig. 17).

(b) The first wheelset of the
train derailed, but some
device chanced to guide
the train

Fig.14 Derailment accident of Josetsu Shin-kansen train in 2004

Fig.16 Earthquake and Shinkansen trains’ position
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Abstract. The questions on assessment of the energy efficiency of electrical energy storage devices for electric
rolling stock and facilities of the power supply system of rail transport.

1. Introduction

- Determination of the even and odd directions of movement
with the established weight norms trains with established
technical speed:

The results of recent research in the field of electric energy
storage necessitate of assessing the possibility of using electrical
energy storage (EES) of the railways and to improve the energy
efficiency of freight and passenger traffic. Prospects for use of
EES related to the application at the site of the Permanent current regenerative braking. At present, the energy consumed by
the regenerative braking of electric rolling stock (EPS) located
in a zone between substations and an inverter that converts DC
power (if you are installing them on the traction substations).
The urgency is due to the use of the EES energy regenerative
braking, reaching in some areas with a variable longitudinal profile path level of 10-15% of the consumption of electric energy
for traction.

a) the amount of regenerative braking energy of the locomotive;
b) the number of cases of regenerative braking locomotive;
- Identification on the actual distribution of the masses of
trains considered plot the distribution of individual values
of regenerative braking energy of the locomotive;
- Determination values of regenerative braking energy of trains
in a single case, most likely for the given area;
- Determination of the parameters of EES for one section of
the locomotive;
- Determination of the parameters of EES for traction substations (TS)

2. Energy storage efficiency of electric energy

2.2 Characteristics of the object model
The model is the railway, characterized by the following parameters: a) plot with two railway lines, electrified by the sys-

2.1 Research Objectives
The task of evaluating the effectiveness of the EES when it is
placed on the EPS or traction substations (TPS) are as follows:

tem DC 3.3 kV; b) partitioning scheme contact system two-way power supply, parallel node; c) applied the contact
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suspension - M-120 2 MF-100 with reinforcing wire A-185
(2A-185); c) track circuit - rails R65 with joint between rails ;
d) electric rolling stock - VL10 series, EP2K, CS2, ED2T,
ED4M, ER2T; e) the longitudinal profile of the path contains
extended regions with the value of slope to 8,0 ‰; e) a mass
of freight trains range between 2000 to 6000 t.

range of the energy recovery in different directions and the
masses of trains. It should be noted that the results obtained by
determination of the energy recovery for each of the regenerative braking applications are valid for the case of uniform distribution of weight standardstrains. Using the formula
Stedzhesa can get a histogram of frequencies for the calculated
values of energy recovery (Fig. 3).

2.3 General approaches to placing the EES in system traction the power supply
System traction power supply (STP) is designed to provide
power supply EPS. On this basis, there are two approaches to
placing the EES: first - EES located in fixed installations STP;
second - EES is located on the EPS. As shown in [1] placing
EES at TS reduces the load with transformers, converters, but
does not provide a voltage increase in the contact network and
does not lead to a reduction of heating catenary. In this regard,
placing the EES on other stationary objects STP (eg, in the
middle zone between substations) is more beneficial in terms of
improving the energy efficiency of the STP, as it allows to increase the voltage in the catenary system, reduce catenary heat,
and the degree reducing load and converter transformers,
converters.

Fig. 2 - Energy recovery for the different masses of trains even
in the direction (for technical speed of 50 km/h)
As practice shows, the distribution of weight standards in
the even and odd lines is different from a uniform distribution.
Fig. 4 shows a typical example of the mass distribution of

2.4 Evaluation of the EES placement on EPS and TPS
2.4.1. Estimation of parameters of the EES on EPS

trains for the given part of the railway.

Estimate the parameters of the EES required for installation
on the EPS, you can through traction calculations for the different masses of trains in the even and odd direction from which
we obtain the values returned by the contact network of energy
in each case of regenerative braking (see Fig. 1 and 2).

Fig. 3 - Distribution of energy EES for different masses of
trains on a journey to odd and even lines

Fig. 1 - Energy recovery for the different masses of trains an
odd direction (for technical speed of 50 km/h)
The resulting traction calculations allow you to set the value

Fig. 4 - Distribution of weight standards for trains in the direction of the odd and even considered site
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Using the actual frequency distribution of weight standards
trains can adjust the histogram distribution of the required energy for locomotives EES considered plot (Fig. 5).

We obtain an estimate of power consumption reduction
trains weighing 4,000 tons in an odd direction. The accumulation of energy recovery using the EES energy of 100 kW･h
for trains weighing 4,000 tons in an odd direction reaches 60%
of the absolute power recovery train. This increase is observed
as a decrease (reduction of heat recovery unit) and an increase
in weight standards (increased energy consumption through the
use of 1.5 and 2 section electric). Reducing power consumption
for traction for this case a little more than 5%. The maximum
reduction in power consumption in the area estimated to
amount to 10% [2].

Fig. 5 - Frequency histogram of the desired amount of weight

2.4.3 Evaluation installation EES on traction substation

for the EES standards trains derived from the actual distribution

Assessment of the required energy EES when placing it on
the TS can be obtained for the given part of the railway for

The results of processing the results of traction calculations
as applied to local conditions considered part of the railway
can be concluded that the energy intensity of the EES of up to

the analogous conditions (keeping the size of the movement
and other parameters) based on simulation. The calculations are
carried out by determining the return regenerative energy when

108 kW·h turns out to be the most frequently demanded (77%
of cases). EES energy distribution in this range (up to 108
kW·h) is uniform. Given the possibility of placing the EES at

placing an inverter on each substation separately. This allows
you to determine the maximum amount of recovery for each
substation. The results of calculations of the mean return of en-

the section of the locomotive recommended amount of energy
consumption of 50 kW·h per section. In terms of circulation,
with trains increased weight of locomotives VL10 or 1.5

ergy recovery is attributable to a freight train average weight
for each TS are shown in Fig. 7.

2VL10 placed by energy consumption will reach 150 and 200
kW·h.This circumstance will increase the efficiency of data in
EES locomotives, given that they are used to train with higher
weights, and the amount of regenerative energy for the cases
just reaches maximum values for weight standards 4000-5000 t
(odd line) and 5000-6000 t (even direction).

2.4.2. Assessing the impact of parameters EES on the EPS
on electricity consumption
The reduction of power consumption in a locomotive traction mode can be achieved by discharging the EES and the use
of previously stored energy regenerative braking.

Fig. 7 - Assessment of maximum energy recovery for each TS
considered site
As the results of the evaluation, the use of EES to EPS in
makes it possible to significantly improve the energy performance of STP as compared with the use of the EES at traction
substations. Thus, the application of the EES on EPS can reduce energy consumption for hauling more than 10%, thus allowing you to increase the capacity of the site, as well as reduce the load lowering and pretraining transformers and converters TPS. The use of the EES on EPS is currently hampered
by two main factors - the cost and size of the device. At the

Fig. 6 - Traction calculations to train 4 000 t in an odd direction of energy for EES 100 kW·h

same time it should be recognized that the application on the
EPS EES justified primarily for the purpose of increasing the
capacity of areas where the use of TS in EES - mainly to sta-
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bilize the busbar voltage substation [4, 5].
Thus, placement of electrical energy storage devices for EPS
can significantly improve the efficiency of regenerative braking
energy performance and energy efficiency of STP conveyance as
well as significantly increase the capacity of plot. The latter fact
deserves special attention with regard to limiting the areas where
opportunities to strengthen STP to increase capacity exhausted.

3. Conclusion.
Thus, the results of simulation, the following conclusions:
definition of energy EES for EPS and TS can be obtained
from the simulation for the considered area and the size of the
existing traffic; simulation results when placed on the EESEPS
recommended for section VL10 energy intensity of 50 kW·h
(about 180 MJ), and when placed on the TS - not more than
50 kW·h; it seems appropriate to use the EES for increasing
the capacity, and the EES on TS for the stabilization of bus
voltage substation.
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ABSTRACT. The talk deals with improvement of accuracy of measurements in analog-to-digital convertor for
universal measuring system power accounting of AC and DC on the rolling stock with duration of calibration
equals 1 ms. The description of the algorithm for polynomial interpolation is given. There is an example of
reconstruction missing values for a given accuracy of processing the input signal.

1. IN TROD U CTION
Conversion of analog signals into digital form which is suitable for processing performed in modern electronic equipment by
dint of analog-to-digital converters (ADCs). However, when such
equipment is on the rolling stock the parameters of the ADC
tend to "go" during the time, for example due to changes of the
ambient temperature. And it is known that accuracy is very important nowadays when deals with energy accounting on a railway transport. Imbalance in power accounting equa;l to 5 percent
of the total consumed electric power. In this paper we consider
the ADC, which is integral part of the universal measuring system of direct and alternating current, which is set on railway
rolling stock. Continuous operation at high temperatures leads to
the systematic error in conversion, which increases eventually.
To solve this problem, the ADC from time to time to carry
out a self-test and calibration. However, in this procedure, analog-to-digital conversion of the signal is interrupted, which
leads to a "falling" in the discrete signal. So we have a dilemma - on the one hand, the self-test and calibration increase

accuracy of the analog signal, on the other hand, this procedure
leads to the loss of analog signal values at certain time
intervals. The solution is to restore the lost values by interpolation from the nearest samples of signal, which we obtain
before and after the calibration process [1-2].
The purpose of this paper is to find the error of interpolation of missed values because of the calibration of the signal, using a third-degree polynomial interpolation.

2. MA THEMA TICA L B A CKGROU N D
The problem of reconstructing an analog signal by its discrete readings from the point of view of mathematics, it is not
nothing but a well-known problem of interpolation of a continuous function y(x) by a finite number of its points. Let the
points x0,x1,...xi,...xN, such that a< x0<x1<...<xN<b, the values
of the function y = f (x), that on the interval [a, b] is defined
table function . These points, in which the function value is
set, called interpolation nodes. In the very nodes of the approx-
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imating functions must be the same with the given values of
the original function.
When interpolating of trigonometric functions most appropriate

Fig. 1 shows a general sense of ADC calibration: during the
time, value of Tk at the ADC input is not fixed, at this time
there is calibration process, i.e., automatic compensation errors of

representation of the approximation is a smooth function [3]. This
solution is given, for example, by polynomial interpolation method.
The idea of the method is that the original function is approxi-

offset and gain. The calibration interval Tc is not defined.
By changing the ratio of Tcand Tk, we are changing the duty ratio of the calibration process. Obviously, if the calibration

mated by a polynomial of the third degree, i.e. function of the
form, for N=4 (when deal with signals, should remember that numeration begins till 0):

of the ADC perform more often, the duty ratio will decrease,
but, thereby the accuracy of the conversion is increasing.
Consider whether the application of interpolation of missed

y(x)=a0+a1x+a2x2+a3x3

··················································· (1)

The value of the interpolation function coincides with the
values of the function at the interpolation nodes. Based on this
condition the system of linear equations is :
a0  a1 x1  a 2 x1 2

2
a0  a1 x 2  a 2 x 2

2
a0  a1 x3  a 2 x3
 ... ...
...
...
...

a0  a1 x n 1  a 2 x n 1 2

n

 ... 
 ... 

a n 1 x1
n
a n 1 x 2




y1
y2

 ... 
... ... ...

n


...

y3
...



y n 1

a n 1 x3
...

 ...  a n 1 x n 1

n

in the calibration ADC values significantly reduces the value the
error of representation of the signal.

4. N U MERICA L IMPLEMEN TA TION
Let’s consider the problem of construction of interpolate

··········· (2)

function within uniform grid and take into account that nodes
are equal some nodes of the grid.
The signal, which is receiving to input of the ADC is
shown in Fig. 2.
40

When implementing the interpolation procedure coefficients
of the polynomial ak are found by solving the system of equations (2) by a appropriate numerical method.

y   Ai  sin(2ft  i ) ······························································· (3)
i 1

It represents the sum of 40 sine waves of different amplitude with different phase and frequency equal 50 Hz, the total
value of the amplitudes of nonbasic harmonics does not exceed
20% of the carrier frequency:

3. CA LIB RA TION OF A D C
A1 

Now let us consider an analog-to-digital converter, where time

40

A

2

i

············································································· (4)

i 2

required for calibration is 1ms. In continuous operation the analog-to-digital converter accumulates systematic error, its value during time becomes critical and makes a significant error in the
measurement, distorting the real value. With a sampling rate of
8 kHz, we have lost eight samples per period. Depending on
how often we will calibrate the values, the value of the total error signal representation will change.

Fig. 2. Input signal
In this simple example we use polynomial interpolation of
the third degree, when we try to solve the system of such
equations, we need in four known values: the first two in the
Fig. 1. Chart Figure y = sin(t), Tk-time of ADC calibration

beginning of our receiving signal and the last two – after missing values. During calibration in our ADC we miss nine
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values. Simulating the calibration of ADC we eliminate the signal value y3, y4, y5...y9. According to the method of interpolation with polynomial of the third degree which described
above, to find the missing values, we use known values of the
signal y1, y2, y10, y11, and also take into account that the values of x are known. In a software implementation, the interval
between samples is 0.000125. By substituting into the matrix
values of x, we find the solution in a general form for the unknown coefficients of the matrix A.
Then, to find the value of the signal at the arbitrary point
is required to solve an equation of the form :
Fig. 4. Graphics and interpolated input signal during calibration
yn = y1 + (-87200/9y1+1000y2-10000/9y10+800y11)∙xn
+ (128000000/9y1-152000000/9y2+88000000/9y10··· (5)
64000000/9y11)･xn2+(-51200000000/9y1+64000000000/
9y2-64000000000/9y10+

51200000000/9y11)∙xn3

Since the input signal is not normalized to determine the interpolation error should produce standardization of values. For
this we find the squared norm of the signal, remember that integrals of trigonometrically function cosine and sine during one
period are equal zero:

5. THE SIMU LA TION RESU LT
y
A solution of this equation is not difficult, as a result we
are able to calculate the value of the signal at the time of loss
measured value. Graph of input signal without missing values

2

T

1 40 2
 Ai  sin 2 (2ft   i )dt 
T i 1
0


T

40
1 2
   Ai  sin 2 (2ft   i )dt 
T
i 1 0

and graph the interpolated signal are shown in Fig. 3 below.
40
1 2 1  cos 2(2ft   i )
   Ai 
dt 
2
T
i 1 0
T

40

1 2
1 2 cos 2(2ft   i )
Ai dt   Ai 
dt ) 
T
T
2
2
0
0

T

T

  (
i 1

40


i 1

······················ (6)

2

40
A
1 2
Ai (T  0)   i
2T
i 1 2

If you want to trace the change in the mean square error of
interpolation, perform the formation of a random signal 1000
times [4]. The mean square error at each iteration calculated by
the formula:
Fig. 3. Graphics input and interpolated signals at the period
As can be seen from Fig. 3, the deviation of the interpolated

RMSE k 

detected, then the resulting value to explore approximation, for
example, by finding the maximum deviation of the values of
the function y(x). The quality of the approximation is strongly
influenced by the number and location of nodes, as well as the
smoothness of the function y(x).

2

9

signal from the input slightly, for better visibility in Fig. 4
shows enlarged area of interpolated signal. Values may be calculated at any point in the interval [a, b], where the signal is

 y
1
n 3

7

n

 f (n) 

1 40 2
 Ai
2 i 1

············································ (7)

where k=[0;1000].

Dependence of the mean square error on the number of repeating is shown in Fig. 5.
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Fig. 5. Distribution of the mean square error of interpolation
The rms error of interpolation during the 1000 repetitions in
the case shown in Fig. 5, is 0.009. Thus, the error introduced
because of the inaccuracy reconstruction of missing values is
an average of 0.9% (up 3.7%). Such precision is sufficient to
correspond to the declared ADC conversion accuracy.
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